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Our Journey So Far 

 

The European Outdoor Group (EOG) have played a fundamental role in the topic of microfibre 
release from textiles, setting up the groundwork that has enabled TMC to operate as a stand-
alone business today, and still provide strong support as a board member. 

 
2016: Through Crowdfunding, biov8tion launched #DontFeedTheFish in order to kick start 
research and understanding around specific textile engineering knowledge. As founding 
funders, EOG supported this work on behalf of their outdoor industry members who became 
pioneers for this topic.   
 
2016: Looking to create clarity and foresight on microfibre shedding to their members, the 
EOG trailblazed this topic 2016, with the formation of the European Outdoor Microfibre 
Consortium off the back of the interest generated from the #DontFeedTheFish work. This 
quick-fire response to the escalating industry challenge, enabled a clear industry voice, a level 
setting of understanding and immediate work to support the safeguarding of synthetic 
performance textiles that were being placed at risk within the larger industry conversations. 
 
2017: In 2017 EOG were invited to join the Cross Industry Agreement and since have been a 
key player in the global alignment of a global test method, and EU policy development. This 
work is held in high regard within the global topic landscape and is seen as crucial to the 
development of TMC agenda. 
 
2019: In 2019 to support the growing topic complexities, and member interest, the work spun 
into its own stand-alone organisation The Microfibre Consortium, which now works under the 
governance of its board representing the interest of its brand, retail and supplier members. 
Leadership is provided by biov8tion’s Material Futurist, Sophie Mather, who has stepped into 
the role of TMC Strategic Director / Board Chair and EOG’s Head of CSR and Sustainability, 
Dr Katy Stevens, who undertakes the TMC Technical Director position. 
 

https://europeanoutdoorgroup.com/
https://www.aise.eu/documents/document/20180116153055-cross_industry_agreement_prevention_of_microplastic_release_into_aquatic_environment_during_washing_of_synthetic_textiles_13jan2018.pdf
https://www.microfibreconsortium.com/
https://www.biov8tion.com/

